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SYMBOL: Tel TITLE 1¢, USC. SECS.79AENiGatINER TO
R REVELATION SHES Y LAW.
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On the mornine of June 16, 1953, Gen-rel Clarkson celled & meeting
of the eteff ané Teer Group Commanters at his office in Honolulu.
Prerent et the meeting were: ej. Gen. Clarkson, Commander, JiF
envtr'; Dr. Graves, Sclentific Deruty; Rear Acn. H, C. bruton,
Commencer, TG 7.7; Brig. Gex. H. kh, Estes, Commancer, TG 7.4;
Copt. W. L. Enickerbocrer; Col. F. S. Cowert; Cudr. J. L. Hell;
Col. D, C. Tyere, Jr.3 Col. k. A. Eywater; Coi. S. P. weiker, dr.;
Col. Earl Kieslins; Dr. P. L. Aamoct, anc Reeves.“33

 Generel Clarkson discussed certein of the comments which were made

by TG 7.1 enf 7.5 on the draft of the Interim Operatione Order of   
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: fo: 1. He informed the meeting that they would incorporete in each of
23 the functions of Task Groups 7.2 to 7.5 a statement to the
gfe effect that e major function of these groups was the support
z25 of 7.1.

go92352 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
g825832 5 2. He pointed out that the quartering problez, both ashore and

BOSoSIds efloat, wee of major concern, Indications were that the con-
tenpleted staffing by the various Task Groups was going to
exceed the available espace. He encouraged ali Task Force
Commanders to review their requirements critically with a
view to decreasing their personnel. He advised thet one ad~
ditional trensport wes being held in abeyance and might be
available if absolutely needed, He pointed out thet the cost
of this transport would run over €6,000 per day curing the
period that it was assigned to the Task Force.
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    3. He made a point to the effect that the Task Force would deter-

mine the military requirements on the basis of informstion
Lawl furnished by 7.1 as to what had to be secomplished rether than

A 9/- Off having 7.1 place a requirement on the Task Force for specific
7 services, personnel or equipment by the military.
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He advised thet he preferred to operate (dispatch) the boat
pool by meens of a panel (7.5 and 7.3) es proposed in his
éreft of the Operations Order rather than to operete as wes
done during the last operetion. He inficated thet this wes
necessitated by the establishment of 7.5. Although his reason-
ing wes not completely clear to me, neither Dr. Graves nor I
objected when he requested that we try out the panel. He as-
sured us that he would follow this very closely during the
initiation of the operetion end that, if there was any indica~
tion of failure of the panel to function, he would make in-
mediate changes as might be indiceted, He iniicated that such
changes might be plecing the boet pool under the control of
7055 703, or under one of his staff people.

With regard to the disnatching of the helicopters, he advised
that this would be in accordance with the draft of the Opera-
tions Order rather than the proposal as suggested by both
7.1 end 7.5 in our comments, We were advised by Col. Earl
Kiesling thet the same group of people, some Navy and sore
Air Force, would actually be responsible for this dispatch-
in; regardless of whether the Command responsibility rested
with Fed or Tehe

Inasuack as Col, Kiesling and Acniral Bruton both felt thet
this procedure was entirely practical and that there would be
no ciscontimity in the operations at the time the Commend
wee switched to Ged) from Te2 neither Dr. Graves nor I

. 5 Yobjected. CA (creme YY

The General asked that air lift requirements during the month
of Jamisry be reviewed cerefully by the Task Groups with a
view towarddslaying or advencing the dates of transport on
@s many people as possible. Chrictmas complicates this
situation.

The General explained that because of security reasons he
felt very strongly that he was going to have to insist that
the Signal Corps provide and operate the only commmications
systen between the two atolls. This system would be monitored
by a censor who would be in a position to disconnect the com
munication et any time.

Dr. Gravee expressed grave doubt as to the edvisability of
depending upon a single system for the commmications and
strongly recommended thet we proceed with our contemplated
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installation of a coded teletype system by FG&0. He also
expressed doubt as to the practicability of maintaining
security by monitoring direct conversations, After con-
siderable discussion as to the relative security nerits of
the two systems and the need of a second system to guarantee
service, in which we were supported to a considereble extent
by both Admiral Bruton and General Estes, the neeting was
closed without any decision being reached,

Following the meeting, I discussed the commmications problem with
Dr. Graves and pointed out that {n my opinion it would be very de-
sireble to have the EG&G system left intact following the opere-
tion and turned over to Holmes & Narver for their use during the
interim periods, Later, I wes advised separately by Dr. Graves
and Genera: Clarkson that General Clarkson had agreed with us to
proceed with the instellation of the system by EG&G. I was under
the impression, however, that he was reserving decision as to
whether we would be permitted to operate it unless theSignal
Corps system failed or proved inadequate.

cc ves, J-Div, LASL
Curry, LASL
VieCraw, Security
E&C

 


